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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the influence of time step setting on the CFD simulation result
of vertical axis tidal current turbine. Two main features of time step setting have been
studied. The first feature concerns with time step size setting that representing the
detailed calculation on each degree in one turbine rotation. The second feature deals
with number of time step setting that representing how many turbine rotations need for
achieving steadiness results. In this study, two-dimensional (2D) analysis of
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation using ANSYS-Fluent code with
Sliding Mesh technique is used to solve the incompressible Unsteady ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes equations. The finite volume discretization method with
second-order scheme and the SIMPLE algorithm are used for all transport equations.
Firstly, the numerical model has been validated with available experimental data. Some
given scenarios of time step setting for vertical axis tidal turbine have been modeled
subsequently. Several increment angle (1o, 5o, 10o and 20o) are investigated and chosen
the best value of them. Afterwards, the best increment angle combining with several
number of rotations (2, 4, 6 and 8 rotations) are investigated. The results show that the
more specific of time step size has the better result but it needs more computational
times. The recommendation of time step size is 5o up to 1o. The steadiness calculation
result is achieved at six turbine rotations and the rest has no significant effect.
Keywords: Vertical axis turbine; time step size; number of time step; sliding mesh;
CFD.
INTRODUCTION
Vertical axis tidal current turbine is one of the most important components in a tidal
current energy conversion system [1]. At the first process of energy conversion, the
kinetic energy that contained in current movements of sea water is extracted to be
mechanical energy by the turbine. This process determines the overall efficiency of the
system. Therefore it becomes one of the important challenges in research on a vertical
axis tidal current turbine for enhancing the performance [2].
Some studies for enhancing the performance of vertical axis tidal current turbine
have been conducted previously by analytical, experimental and numerical methods [39]. Numerical method can be done by simulation using Computational Fluid Dynamics
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software [5-7, 10]. One of the most familiar software is ANSYS-Fluent code. The code
can simulate the turbine operation in rotating or dynamic conditions using Sliding Mesh
technique. In the solver setup, there is an adjustable time step setting that can influence
the vertical axis tidal current turbine simulation result. Two main features of time step
setting are time step size and number of time step. The time step size represents the
detailed calculation on each degree of one turbine rotation. The number of time step
represents how many turbine rotations need for achieving steadiness result.
Bouzaher et al., 2017 [4] studied and analyzed the influence of flexible blades on
the vertical axis tidal turbine performance. There were five airfoil types with different
effect of flexibility that studied. The research was conducted by 2D CFD using
ANSYS-Fluent 15.0 code. The mesh density was 142,000 cells. The time step size was
set to 10-4 and the steadiness was obtained after three to four of rotor rotations. In this
paper, the time step setting was not explained clearly. They said that the time step size
was selected after some test of simulations.
Satrio et al., 2017 [5] studied about numerical investigation of contra-rotating
vertical axis tidal current turbine performance. The modification of H-Darrieus turbine
to be a contra-rotating mode was an effort to improve the turbine performance. They
had investigated using 2D CFD with ANSYS-Fluent code. The total mesh was 127,677
cells. The time step size that represented by increment angle was set to 10o and
steadiness was achieved on over three to four rotor rotations. In this paper, how the way
to setup the time step setting was not explained. They informed that the time step had
been set in such a way.
Torresi et al., 2013 [6] had done numerical investigation of a Darrieus rotor that
applicable for low-head hydropower generation. They performed 2D CFD simulation
using ANSYS-Fluent code. The mesh density was globally 111,000 cells. The time step
size was set to 1o and each time was performing 75 iterations. The number of rotations
was set to 50 of rotor rotations and the result reached periodically after 30 rotations. In
this paper, the effect of time step setting on the simulation result was not explained.
Maitre et al., 2013 [7] studied numerical modeling of flow in a Darrieus water
turbine. They analyzed the influence on wall grid refinement and compared with
experiments. 2D CFD modeling had been done for representing the actual 3D flow in
the turbine. The mesh density was set to over eight million cells. They had studied five
time steps and they recommended that the increment angle was set to less than 2o of
rotation. The number of rotations was set to 11 rotations and steadiness was obtained
after three to four rotor rotations. In this paper, they had been studied some influences
of the time step setting on the simulation result but they did not explained how to set the
time step in the simulation solver setup. The best time step setting was used in the final
simulation setup to gain a good result. Furthermore, the using many mesh density could
be effect in the long of computational time. This study did not report how long the
computation had been done.
This current study discusses the effect of time step setting on the CFD simulation
result of vertical axis tidal current turbine. Detail information about how to set the time
step size and the number of time step has been explained at the KEY PARAMETERS
section. NUMERICAL SIMULATION section discusses details methodology on 2D
CFD simulation. The influence of time step setting on the coefficient of performance
error and the computational time have been analyzed and presented in one graphic at
RESULTS and DISCUSSION section. The total computational time is dependent on the
owned computer capability and the number of mesh. That can effect on the cost of
computation. Therefore, it is important to setup the time step size and the number of
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time step in the Fluent solver effectively to obtain good results with acceptable
accuracy.
KEY PARAMETERS
Time Step Setting
In Sliding Mesh technique, turbine can be simulated in dynamic condition so it can
rotate and extract energy from the incoming stream. Illustration in Figure 1 explains that
turbine will rotate 360 degrees starting from its first position then rotating and will back
on the same position based on the centre axis for achieving one full rotation. The
computational calculation will be done on each degree position of the turbine rotation.
Number of iteration that has been determined will be computed on each position of
rotations until it finish or until it achieve convergence criteria. Time step size represents
by increment angle (θ) for each step rotation. Number of time step represents the total of
turbine rotations or how many turbine rotations will be simulated.
Direction of rotation

Increment angle
θ

Figure 1. Time step size of each rotation degree.
In the Fluent solver, the time step size (TSS) and the number of time step (NTS)
can be set under menu Run Calculation. The equations can be written as follows:
𝑁𝑇𝑆 = 𝑁
𝑇𝑆𝑆 =

360
𝜃

𝑁
(𝜔 0.15915) × 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝

(1)
(2)

where N is the number of rotations (the value is determined by user), θ is the increment
angle or time step rotation degree (the value is determined by user), ω is the turbine
rotation speed (rad/s), 0.15915 is a constant to convert rad/s unit to rot/s unit.
Performance Parameters
Some performance parameters are defined to evaluate the effect of time step setting on
the simulation results that they can be written as follows:
𝐶𝑝 = 𝜆 𝐶𝑚
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𝜔𝑅

𝜆 =
𝐶𝑝 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

(4)

𝑉
𝐶𝑝 𝑛𝑢𝑚 − 𝐶𝑝 𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝐶𝑝 𝑒𝑥𝑝

100%

(5)

where Cp is coefficient of performance that a non-dimensional parameter used to
evaluate turbine power output, Cm is coefficient of moment that resulted from
simulation output, λ is the tip speed ratio that meant ratio between angular speed at
blade tip against inlet velocity, R is the turbine radius (m), V is the inlet velocity (m/s),
Cp error is the difference between experimental data (Cp exp) and numerical data (Cp
num) as indicator to evaluate the effect of different time step setting on the simulation.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Computational Domain
In the current study, the published experimental data of vertical axis turbine by Guang
et al., 2013 [9] is used as model geometry reference. As summary in Table 1, main
parameters of the turbine geometry are presented. In the CFD simulation, the physical
model is changed to be 2D computational model. The 2D turbine model is simplified
from the physical model that there are no shaft, arms, and circular plate at end of blades
as shown in Figure 2. The computer specifications that used to simulate the 2D CFD
analysis are i7-6850 3.6 GHz processor, 64 GB RAM and 6 GB VGA.
Table 1. Turbine geometry.
Parameters
Blade type
Chord length (C)
Blade number (N)
Diameter of turbine (D)
Preset angle of attack (φ)

Value
NACA 0018
0.12 m
3
1m
0o
Symmetry

Rotary zone
Velocity
inlet

Stationary zone

Pressure
outlet

10D

1.2D
Symmetry
5D

15D

(Model turbine by Guang et al., 2013 [9])

Figure 2. Physical model and 2D turbine model with computational domain.
The computational domain is assigned as 10D x 20D. This is because for ensuring
that blockage effects from wall side is isolated from the turbine and full wake
development is achieved far away behind the turbine. In the Sliding Mesh technique, the
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computational domain requires to divide into two zones. They are rotary zone that
rotated counter clockwise and stationary zone that fixed in the position. The description
of all boundary conditions that used in this simulation are shown in Figure 2. Inlet
boundary condition is defined as velocity inlet with a constant value (V = 1.5 m/s).
Outlet boundary condition is assigned as pressure outlet with pressure gauge
distribution of 0 Pa. Turbulent intensity 5% and viscosity ratio 10% as default set up are
used in the inlet and outlet boundary conditions. Top and bottom walls are defined as
symmetry boundary conditions. The blades specify as wall with no slip conditions and
have null velocity relative to the rotary zone.
Mesh Generation
The computational domain is discretized with hybrid mesh. Triangle meshes are applied
in most of the domain but in near the blades wall has refined with quadrilateral mesh to
obtain a good result. The counted meshes are 100,015 elements with 68,301 nodes. The
mesh density has been chosen due to benchmarking from the prior study by Marsh et
al., 2017 [10]. Mesh independence for 2D numerical modeling was achieved starting
from 100,000 million elements [10]. As shown in Figure 3, most of the elements
(approximately 80%) is in the region of interface zone and close to the blades. The
growth rate has been managed as 1.2 therefore the mesh density changes gradually
starting from the rotary domain spread to the stationary domain as depicted in Figure 3.
At certain distance, the growth rate will discontinue then the mesh elements have the
same size.

Figure 3. Refinement mesh at interface zone and near the blades wall.
Figure 3 on the right shows the zoom in view of near the blades wall that require
to be treated for resolving the boundary layer flows. Inflation layers are applied to
control cell height near the blades wall and to set the first height of mesh from the
blades surface. In this simulation, Reynolds number are varied from 200,000 up to
500,000. Regarding the Reynolds number value and according to another research, the
non-dimensional wall distance (y+) value for the first mesh is 0.99 [10]. After
calculated with y+ equation, the obtained first mesh height is 1.3031 10-5 m. The second
mesh and subsequently will expand until 20 layers with growth rate of 1.2.
Solver Setup
2D CFD simulation in this study performs by ANSYS-Fluent code. Internal parallel
processing with 6 cores is used to solve the simulation. The code is used to solved
incompressible Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (U-RANS) equations with
3403
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transient analysis approach. Sliding Mesh technique is used to make the turbine in
rotating condition. K-ω SST two equations of turbulence model are utilized to compute
Reynolds stress in the U-RANS equations. K-ω SST turbulence model is selected
because it has good accuracy at the bulk regions and at the boundary layer regions [10].
The SIMPLE algorithm scheme is chosen as the pressure velocity coupling. The finite
volume method with least squares cell based is used as spatial discretization gradient.
The Reynolds number is approximately 350,000. Therefore this is a turbulent case, all
transport equations are suggested to solve using second-order scheme. The turbulent
kinetic energy and the specific dissipation rate terms have been discretized by means
second order upwind. Second order discretization also used in the momentum and the
pressure terms.
The increment angle or time step rotation degree has been determined as 1o, 5o,
10o and 20o. The calculations have been done in 1.6 TSR. Therefore, using Equation 4
can be calculated the turbine rotation is 4.8 rad/s. These scenarios are determined to
study the effect of the TSS to the Cp error. Subsequently, the optimal TSS will be
chosen and calculated in the different NTS. Number of rotations has been determined as
2, 4, 6 and 8 rotations. As a summary, several scenarios of the time step setting can be
seen in Table 2. Number of iterations has been specified as 50. Consequently, the
turbine performance at each rotation position will be calculate until 50 iterations or it
will be stopped if the iteration process achieved convergence criteria. In this simulation,
the convergence criteria are set to 10-4 for all parameters. The simulation result (Cm) is
represented by the average data over the last one rotation. The average Cm will be used
to calculate Cp as mentioned at Equation 3.
Table 2. Several scenarios of the time step setting.
(a) Time step size study at 1.6 TSR

θ
20
10
5
1

N
4
4
4
4

ω
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

NTS
72
144
288
1440

(b) Number of time step study at 1.6 TSR

θ

TSS
0.0727
0.0364
0.0182
0.0036

N
5
5
5
5

2
4
6
8

ω
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

NTS
144
288
432
576

TSS
0.0182
0.0182
0.0182
0.0182

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Numerical Validation
Validation of 2D CFD simulation is carried out against published data by Guang et al.,
2013 [9]. The Cp curve by red dash line in Figure 4 is obtained from numerical
simulation with time step setting of 5o θ and 8 N or in other words of 576 NTS and
0.0182 TSS. Comparing the numerical result and the experimental data in Figure 4
shows that both of them have similar trend. Even though generally, this numerical
model has error in predicted of peak performance and overestimated Cp in the all entire
TSR domain. This matter is usually happened in 2D CFD modeling [7, 10].
The numerical model proceeds some errors. Cp peak value of the numerical
model is attained at 2.1 TSR with value of 0.243 whereas Cp peak value of the
experimental data is attained at 2.269 TSR with value of 0.143. The Cp peak value
position is shifted from 2.269 TSR in experimental data to 2.1 TSR in numerical result.
In low TSR, numerical Cp is slightly higher than experimental data. However, numerical
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Cp in high TSR is excessively higher than experimental data. The Cp peak error value is
approximately 70%. Has been realized from the beginning since that this study is using
2D numerical model rather than 3D model numerical therefore 3D effect in this
simulation cannot be able to capture. The overestimations Cp and the errors Cp happen
because of the neglecting the 3D effect since in the 2D numerical model there are no
shaft, arms, and circular plate at end of blades. These components can make chaotic
flow distribution and produce drag [11]. Furthermore, in a simulation analysis there are
several idealizations or assumptions such as neglecting friction and mechanical loss also
can cause the overestimation Cp [5].
Coefficient of performance (Cp)

0.4

Experimental data (Guang et al., 2013 [9])
Numerical result (θ: 5 deg and N: 8 rot)

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Tip Speed Ratio (TSR)

Figure 4. Validation of numerical model with published experimental data.
Time Step Size Study
The current simulation chooses 1.6 TSR operation condition as a study case then
modified in several TSS settings. Several TSS settings can be obtained with defining the
increment angles (θ) are 1o, 5o, 10o and 20o as mentioned in Table 2. Figure 5 shows the
influence of TSS setting toward Cp error that plotted with blue line and computational
time that plotted with red dash line.
240.0

240
Cp error
Time

180.0

180

t
(minutes)
120

Cp error
(%) 120.0

60.0

60

0.0

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

θ (degree)

Figure 5. Effect of TSS settings on % Cp error and computational time at 1.6 TSR.
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Blue line in Figure 5 shows that when the TSS over 10o resulting Cp error until
120%. Therefore TSS over this value is not recommended to apply in the simulation
because resulting many errors. It is not recommended even though the computational
time consumes just 12 minutes for one operation condition. After that the Cp error will
be constant for TSS over 10o. The Cp error will be decrease as decreasing TSS which is
below 10o. The best result is achieved at 1o TSS with 8.7% Cp error but it needs more
computation time up to 183 minutes for one operation condition. Cp curves that can be
seen in Figure 4 have six points of operation conditions. Consequently, total
computational time is approximately 1,098 minutes. This is not efficient because take a
long time to solve a problem. In the common sense for CFD researcher that to solve a
problem needed many times trials and errors. Therefore, it is recommended to apply
time step size around 5o up to 1o. The Cp error can be tolerated and the computational
time is not too take a long time. This matter also depends on the computer capability
and the total mesh in each calculation case.
Number of Time Step Study
The increment angle of 5o is chosen as an optimum value from previous time step size
study results. The current simulation is also done in 1.6 TSR operation condition then
modified in several NTS settings. Several NTS settings can be gained with defining
number of rotations (N) are 2, 4, 6, and 8 rotations. Figure 6 shows the influence of
number of rotations setting into Cp error and computational time plotted with blue line
and red dash line.
72.0

80
Cp error
Time

68.0

60

Cp error64.0
(%)

40

60.0

20

56.0

t

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

N (rotations)

Figure 6. Effect of NTS settings on % Cp error and computational time at 1.6 TSR.
Cp error curve represented with blue line shows that N below 4 rotations has
maximum Cp error until 67.6%. Implementation of this setting is not recommended
because has many errors. Even though in NTS setting 4 rotations the computation
requires only 11 minutes for calculating one operation condition. The Cp error will be
decrease as increasing NTS over than 6 rotations. The Cp error will be relatively
constant for NTS around 6 to 8 rotations. NTS settings with 6 N and 8 N have Cp error
of 59.3 % and 59.0 %. The Cp error difference is a little but the computational time
difference is 12 minutes for calculating one operation condition. In Figure 4, the Cp
curve have six operation conditions. Therefore if it multiplied with six operation
conditions the total computational time difference can achieve around 72 minutes.
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Contours of
vorticity
30

Rotation: 0

25
A
Rotation: 2
20

B

15

Rotation: 4

10

5

Rotation: 6

0

Rotation: 8
-5

(1/s)
Figure 7. Wake development behind the turbine at 1.6 TSR with 5o TSS setting.
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Running a simulation process in CFD is not always success. For one case of
computational simulation needs a lot of time that gathered from several processes:
making geometry model, meshing generation and solver setup. The geometry of
numerical model should be drawn like as the physical model and also consider the
simulation technique capability. The mesh configuration should be good with enough
mesh density for catching the flow field phenomena and fluid interactions between the
fluid flow and the blades. In the solver setup itself, there are some configurations
included the time step setting that should be proper determined. Therefore, in totally, it
requires a lot times to solve one problem.
Furthermore, in turbine dynamic modeling by meant that in rotating conditions,
the wake development must achieve full expansion. The turbine performance should be
not disturbed by the wake behind the turbine. Figure 7 shows the wake development
process at 1.6 TSR with 5o TSS setting in several NTS settings. At 2 NTS, the wake
(Figure 7: A) forms too close behind the turbine. This is explained why 2 NTS has the
worst of Cp error. In 4 NTS, the full wake development is reached (Figure 7: B). The
wake is far away behind the turbine. Therefore, it is recommended to apply NTS starting
from 4 or more.
CONCLUSION
CFD simulations with several time step setting scenarios have been done. The 2D
numerical model has been validated with available experimental data. The results show
that the recommendation setting of TSS to apply in the simulation is around 5o up to 1o
because it has fast computation time and acceptable Cp error. The full wake
development is achieved at fourth turbine rotations. The recommendation setting of
NTS is 6 rotations to obtain a simulation result with low Cp error, tolerated computing
time consumption and certainty of full wake development.
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